1/22/2020 Will the identification processing algorithm will be executed in the cloud or at the Edge device? Neuromorphic processor based identification is considered within scope?

1/22/2020 Object-detection of one person at a time or a group of people? Input data will be fed as a real-time stream or using historical/archived data?

1/22/2020 is the hardware sensor identification/development within scope or we simply have to identify the hardware sensors which will be procured separately?

1/14/2020 Can you share any information about the current system being used and some of its shortcomings? What are some things you’d like to improve using machine learning?

1/14/2020 Should we propose a hardware solution and hardware/software integration solution in the Phase I effort?

1/14/2020 Is there a phase I option? If yes, is there a specific requirement for the option?

1/14/2020 Will specifications on “current identity operations and intel platforms” be provided in Phase I?

1/13/2020 1. For the use of neural networks and deep learning, is there a desired level of explain ability for features and models created (I.E. Shap Scores, ICE plots etc.)

2. For implementation with the VICE system would this be just a simple step of adding a python based deep learning model to an existing pipeline or would this require the creation of a full pipeline for data streaming and processing?"""